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INTRODUCTION BY THE IPC CHAIRMAN
• Dag Mejdell, Chairman of the IPC Board

The past year has been a difficult one and many difficulties remain. At the time of
publication, the COVID-19 pandemic still has the world in its grip. Posts have had to
face unseen challenges and have shown resilience in the face of crisis.

The crucial social role of the posts was once again made clear as they continued
offering essential services, even during strict lockdowns. Posts addressed the
crisis with new procedures to protect employees and customers while supporting
government initiatives to control the pandemic. Nationwide networks allowed posts
to support authorities in keeping citizens informed. As the pandemic progressed,
postal operators leveraged their extensive networks to offer logistical support for
the delivery of protective equipment and tests. Priority and express services were
used to ensure fast delivery to labs and clinics. Others provided welfare checks
on behalf of the families of vulnerable and older people. Information campaigns
were distributed through postal networks. As we are writing this overview of 2020,
invitations to get vaccinated are currently also sent by posts.
Despite the disruption, recent IPC research reveals that while in lockdown, close
to four fifths of surveyed consumers were satisfied with the delivery speed of their
online orders and noticed little or no disruption to postal services.
However, while posts never stopped delivering mail and parcels to citizens, the
crisis demonstrated the complexity of international postal networks. Border

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

closures, limited air capacity and other transport restrictions required a shift in
postal operations. The role of IPC in this crisis has proven instrumental. First,
IPC launched coordination meetings with over 60 posts to exchange information.
Secondly, IPC helped posts to find concrete alternatives to reduced air cargo
capacity and ensure continuity of international, and especially cross-continental,
mail flows. IPC facilitated charter flights between Europe and the United States.
IPC also established a road network across Europe – from Lisbon to Moscow – to
ensure intracontinental mail flows.
This crisis has the merit of showing once more how important it is to have strong
cooperation at the international level. It also reminds to reflect on how to enhance
the cross-border networks.
I would like to thank the IPC management and staff for all the work accomplished in
a very demanding context during the past year. The high satisfaction rates received
through our member survey show their efforts were appreciated. Together with the
IPC CEO, I would like to thank the members for their continuous cooperation and
support through these challenging times.
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MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
• Holger Winklbauer, Chief Executive Officer, IPC

The year 2020 has been dominated by the COVID-19 crisis which affected us all.
Throughout the crisis, posts have shown their resilience and adaptability. The social
role played by posts, who have continued to connect citizens and supported their
governments by transporting essential medical equipment, has been demonstrated.

However, the COVID-19 crisis accelerated the trends in the markets and the muchneeded postal transformation. Transit times and service quality were strongly impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown measures imposed in different countries
throughout the world. Posts were quick to respond, and prior investment in network
capacity and flexibility helped many manage the challenges posed by the crisis.

will continue growing. Posts are moving into the highly competitive e-commerce
delivery market, especially for cross-border e-commerce, where posts are not only
competing with parcel integrators but also with large e-retailer platforms, who are
increasingly investing in their own delivery capacities and becoming significant
delivery market players.

Over the past decade, posts around the world have been facing significant changes
in their business, driven by digitisation, e-commerce and new market players. The
COVID-19 crisis has reinforced that disruption. The stricter lockdowns accelerated
the structural shift from mail to parcels. Mail volume decline has further increased in
Q2 2020, especially for transactional mail, which fell by over 40%. At the same time,
parcel volumes handled by posts increased by over 40%, during the COVID-19 crisis.
To support this unprecedented e-commerce growth, posts expanded parcel delivery
workforces, with some able to do so by moving staff from declining mail operations.

The shift towards e-commerce requires a complete change in the offering and the way
posts are structured. Infrastructure changes need to be considered and bold decisions
taken. To successfully address this transformation challenge, posts need to adapt to
an increasingly digital world with a constantly evolving service offering. They need to
listen to their customers and future customers and to be ready always to re-invent their
service portfolio.

The overall trend towards more e-commerce and less letter mail is likely to stay.
Even if after the crisis the mail volume curves will come back partially, they will
most probably not return to the levels prior to the crisis. E-commerce volumes

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

In the competition with large e-retail platforms and e-commerce giants, posts have
the opportunity to work closely together with other posts to build a virtual seamless
international network and hence, increase competitiveness on cross-border markets.
IPC is ready to work with the posts to win the e-commerce challenge and ensure
their place in the market.
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A few words of gratitude
by Dag Mejdell, Chairman of the IPC Board, and Holger Winklbauer, Chief Executive Officer, IPC

We would like to thank
the members and
the IPC staff for their
continuous cooperation
and support through
these challenging times.
© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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ABOUT INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

25

members
worldwide

Where does IPC operate?

Members
Non-members using IPC services

An Post, Australia Post, bpost, Canada Post,
Correos, CTT Portugal Post, Cyprus Post,
Deutsche Post DHL Group, Hellenic Post,
Hrvatska Pošta, Iceland Post, Posti Group,
Le Groupe La Poste, Magyar Posta RT,
New Zealand Post, Österreichische Post AG,
POST Luxembourg, Poste Italiane SpA,
Posten Norge, PostNL, PostNord Denmark,
PostNord Sweden, Royal Mail Group Plc,
Swiss Post, United States Postal Service

190+

postal operators to which
IPC provides services
follow us on LinkedIn:
International Post Corporation
follow us on Twitter:
@IntPostCorp

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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STRUCTURE AND REVENUES
Organisation chart

Key facts and figures

Chairman of the Board
Dag Mejdell

€42m 46

Chief Executive Officer
Holger Winklbauer
Chief Operations
Officer
Liam
O’Sullivan

Chief Information
Officer
Markus
Apfelbeck

Chief Financial
and Commercial
Officer
Tom Day

28

2020 Revenues

Services offered

Applications

17

69

56

Projects

Employees

Contractors

For more information about the IPC Service Catalogue, click here
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2020 TIMELINE
January

April

INTERCONNECT network registered a record of traffic volumes throughout 2019.

COVID-19 response: IPC carries out first chartered airlink between the United
States and Europe to ensure continuity of intercontinental mail flows despite
reduction of passenger flights.

bpost Office of Exchange receives new IPC Certificate of Excellence.
The fourth edition of the IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey is
released.

February
IPC and IATA (International Air Transport Association) signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to reinforce cooperation.

March
The Miami International Sorting Centre passed a successful assessment and
received an IPC Certificate of Excellence.

IPC GCSS distributes information on special proof of delivery (POD) procedures
linked to COVID-19.

July
IPC releases preliminary sector results for 2019, which show revenue growth
of 4.2% for posts worldwide.
The multilateral-bilateral remuneration agreement between the USPS and
European posts in the INTERCONNECT framework entered into force.

COVID-19 response: IPC starts providing posts with information sharing,
assistance and cooperation through weekly calls.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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2020 TIMELINE
September
Posts worldwide jointly celebrate the second Green Postal Day.

November
IPC releases the 12th edition of Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR) with a
focus on the COVID-19 crisis.

IPC publishes online sustainability report featuring the first-year results of the
new Sustainability Measurement and Management System (SMMS).
IPC announces that 26 posts will join the IPC Import Control System 2 (ICS2)
solution in response to the EU electronic declaration obligation for all goods
imported in the EU as of 15 March 2021.

December
IPC enhances its Mail Registration Device (MRD) service.
New STORM portal goes live.

October
IPC announces a major enhancement programme for its Global Customer
Service System (GCSS) throughout 2021.
A new step is made towards the launch of the IPC Postal Delivery Duties Paid
(PDDP) solution with the opening of the inter-operator framework agreement
for signature.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

The IPC Data Sharing Agreement (DSA) 1 reaches 100 signatories, while the
DSA 2 passed the milestone of 70 signatories.
IPC splits current INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement- Europe into
one for Letter/Packet (LIRA) and one for Parcel (PIRA), to enter into force as
of January 2021.
INTERCONNECT reached a record volume of 15.6m tracked items.
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The postal response to the COVID-19 crisis
• Change from air to road and/or sea
transport for cross-border line haul
• Continuous postal service despite closure
of facilities due to staff shortages
• Shift of operations and workforce from
mail to parcels

• Pick-up from SME
locations
• Supporting SMEs
looking to sell online with
consultancy or online
store development

COVID-19
response

Society

• Support for direct mail
campaigns

SMEs

Operations

E - c o m m e rc e

• Delivery of pensions for
senior citizens
• Home collection of mail
for vulnerable citizens
• Source of information
about health measures
• Check-up service for
vulnerable citizens

• Logistics and delivery for COVID-19
vaccines, medical equipment and safety
material, such as face masks and tests
• Logistics and fulfilment support for
pandemic response
• Grocery delivery partnerships

Source: IPC Global Postal Industry Report 2020

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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MAIL: THE FUTURE OF LETTER MAIL
SHOWING RESILIENCE DESPITE THE PANDEMIC

The COVID-19 crisis has directly affected traditional mail and further accelerated
traditional mail volume decline. Unaddressed mail was affected the most: volumes in
the second quarter of 2020 dropped by 41% compared to the same period the previous
year. International mail also fell sharply, especially when borders were closed and airflight
capacity dropped. Transit times and service quality were strongly impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic and the lockdown measures. Nevertheless, posts demonstrated
their resilience; prior investments in network capacity and flexibility helped many
manage the challenges posed by the crisis. During this exceptional year, IPC did not
only support posts operationally but also continued to provide quality of service and
enhanced performance monitoring.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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UNEX™: Keeping letter mail in focus
IPC’s UNEX™ system is used to measure the speed and reliability of letter mail
processes (envelopes and small packets) with a total of 400,000 test letters sent
and received on behalf of 37 postal operators, in more than 50 countries on four
continents. Approximately 5,800 volunteer panellists participated in 2020 in the
different modules of the UNEX™ measurement.

time for transportation was also heavily affected by a major international transport
disruption, in particular the drastic reduction of both air transport capacity and
capability in Europe, requiring solutions and adjustments almost daily, such as
shifting to road or sea transport, using transit countries, or finding freight space on
the remaining active air connections.

The impact of COVID-19 on postal quality of service in Europe

UNEX™ measurement remained on target

In 2020, the IPC UNEX™ CEN measurement showed that, on average, international
priority letter mail in Europe was delivered in 4.4 days, despite the postal industry
being affected by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic like other economic sectors.
Transit times and service quality were impacted by the pandemic and the lockdown
measures imposed in different countries throughout Europe in various ways.
Nevertheless, posts showed resilience. The 2020 results show that posts still
managed to deliver more than half of the mail in three days (speed indicator) and
almost four fifths in five days (reliability indicator).

COVID-19 also had a big impact on several aspects of the UNEX™ measurement,
including the production logistics for modules using dual transponders due to the very
slow returns of transponders to the production centres and also the closure of the UK
production unit during May 2020. The crisis also affected the panellists’ availability and
ability to send test items. The master reference data of UNEX™ on routing and handover locations was no longer up to date. This was during the period when posts started
looking for operational solutions for the logistical challenges for cross-border mail
flows, on an almost daily basis. Despite all the challenges linked to the COVID-19 crisis,
UNEX™ has achieved the targets imposed on the measurement in terms of volume.

All posts, as origin and/or destination, were impacted by national restrictions to
fight the COVID-19 pandemic, at domestic sorting, collection or delivery level due to
staff shortages. Due to the end-to-end nature of the measurement, the challenges
encountered in the posts impacted their postal partners and vice versa. Lastly, the

400,000
Test letters globally
in 2020

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

37

Posts participating
in UNEX™

Another major focus for UNEX™ in 2020 was the tender process for the new UNEX™
contract, which was successfully concluded in February 2021. It was awarded to
Kantar, who will be managing all UNEX™ modules from 1 January 2022 onwards.

5,800

Volunteers sending and/or
receiving test mail

50

Countries measured as origin
and/or destination
12
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IPC equipment pools
As part of IPC’s mission to enhance quality and effectiveness of international mail flows,
IPC has developed the IPC equipment pools. These services enable posts to optimise
their operations, achieve significant savings and improve their overall performance.
Using the IPC pool services also allows posts to reduce their environmental footprint.
The equipment pools centrally managed by IPC are: the IPC Pallet Box Pool, IPC Tray
Pool and the IPC Bag Pool.

IPC Pallet Box

IPC Tray Pool

IPC Bag Pool

The IPC Pallet Box is a stackable, durable and
lightweight box which is both weather- and chemicalresistant. The receptacle was created to circumvent
inefficient cross-border road transport: by using the
IPC Pallet Box, posts are able to minimise equipment
tare weight and maximise the use of the load capacity.

The IPC Tray Pool service offers its members the
opportunity to use a single receptacle type – a tray –
for the transport of international letter mail (small letters
and flats), thus allowing the members to benefit from
a standardised process and interoperability, as well as
saving costs in repatriations of empty equipment.

The IPC Bag Pool is a shared pool of long-lasting mail
bags designed to sustain the wear and tear of day-today operations. Used specifically for priority letter mail,
registered mail and letter packet mail, the IPC Bag can
hold up to 30 kg, which is ideal for the transportation
of magazines, posters and other postal items which
cannot be machine sorted.

The usage of the IPC Pallet Box increased by almost
20% in 2020, reflecting the increase of e-commerce.
The total number of postal operators in the network
has increased in 2020 from seven to eight.

This year, the total number of exchanged IPC Trays
decreased by 10% reflecting the overall decrease
in letter mail volumes. The joining of Cyprus Post to
the Tray Pool that was initially planned for 2020 was
postponed to 2021 due to the COVID-19 crisis.

This year, the total number of exchanged IPC Bags
decreased by 15%, as members needed to revert to
road transport as a result of the COVID-19 crisis and
used other types of receptacles more suitable for road
transport.
Cyprus Post had initially planned to join the IPC Bag
Pool in 2020 but that was postponed to 2021 due to
the COVID-19 crisis.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Sprinter Network

Dangerous Substances Monitoring
and Alert Group (DSMAG)

IPC’s Electronic Accounting Tool
(iPep)

The Sprinter Network is used by posts as an alternative
to air transport and to resolve potential capacity and
reliability issues. By using the Sprinter Network, posts
are able to remain flexible when sending priority mail.

The Dangerous Substances Monitoring and Alert
Group (DSMAG) was initially created to allow for
exchange of information and best practice related
to the issue of Fentanyl travelling within the postal
network. The scope of DSMAG was extended to any
suspicious substances, powders, liquids and illegal
goods, e.g. batteries, weapons, etc. going through
postal pipelines and potentially harmful for postal
employees or customers.

IPC’s electronic accounting tool, iPep, is a unique and
modular tool for paperless accounting of Terminal
Dues (TD). It allows postal operators to proceed with all
their Terminal Dues accounting electronically from the
despatch and sampling information until the production
of the final invoice. In 2020, further development of the
tool was initiated to enlarge the scope of the features
offered with fully fledged UPU sampling and accounting
modules. These new modules to be released in 2021
will allow all UPU members to exchange paperless
sampling and TD accounting statements and will
create flexibility for both net and gross accounting
to be handled in iPep by any operator, irrespective of
their IPC and INTERCONNECT membership.

Nine postal operators send and receive mail:
Österreichische Post, bpost, Le Groupe La Poste,
Poste Italiane, POST Luxembourg and PostNL. Swiss
Post, Royal Mail and PostNord Denmark only receive
mail. Throughout 2020, the volumes handed over to
the Sprinter Network remained at around 60 tonnes
a week.
IPC monitors and assesses the performance of the
network with its CAPE reporting and monitoring system.
Transponders attached to the vehicles transmit tracking
data, which is detected by IPC’s RFID network at each
Office of Exchange. IPC feeds tracking events into
CAPE Vision, which allows it to assess performance
and to report back to participating postal operators.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

The main objective of DSMAG is to support all
members in preventing serious accidents happening
while processing dangerous substances through their
postal pipelines. The service offers a platform for
postal safety experts to exchange best practice and
experience share. Learning from each other is key to
the group’s objective is risk prevention and mitigating
damage and health hazards in postal processes.

30

posts currently using the
iPep tool
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The IPC Certificate of Excellence in the Management
and Processing of International Priority Products is an
independent review process that encourages postal
operators to strive for excellence.
Certificates are given in recognition of the management
and staff working in an international site that provides
an excellent service quality through engagement and
efficient processes. The assessment also reviews the
quality of cleanliness, safety, security and signage
within an Office of Exchange facility.
Early 2020, the Miami International Sorting Centre
passed a successful assessment and received a
Certificate of Excellence. Forced by the COVID-19
pandemic and the resulting travel restrictions to limit
the spread of the virus, IPC’s Certificate of Excellence
site visits were on hold for the remainder of 2020.
However, IPC was tasked by its members to make
sure momentum on the Certification is kept, that
the postponed Certification visits are planned in the
regular annual schedule and the continuation of the
service is ensured.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

Support

Members

Proactive Performance Management
IPC developed a new concept based on remote
sessions in combination with site visits – whereas only
after a physical site visit by IPC’s Certification Manager
and the co-assessors an Office of Exchange can
attain the IPC Certificate of Excellence. This concept
allowed IPC to work together with the posts remotely to
check the theoretical part of the certification checklist
while travelling was not possible. The approach was
welcomed by the members and PostNL was the first IPC
member post that was audited based on the new way of
working: four remote online sessions, to be followed by
a site visit to the Office of Exchange. Throughout 2021,
all postal Certification Managers will be introduced to
the new Certificate of Excellence procedure.

The postal chain has many links and interfaces
that rely on the organisation and specifications of
the individual postal operator, airport or customs
authority. IPC’s Proactive Performance Management
(PPM) service helps IPC member posts to learn,
adapt and improve their management of cross-border
operations and associated data.
Proactive Performance Management is in place to
support all member posts in reaching and exceeding
the agreed performance objectives and targets
regardless of its complexity and different operations.
The PPM team supports member posts with best
practice sharing and provides a neutral and holistic
view focused on network improvement.
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The IPC response to the COVID-19 crisis
Providing continuity
Chartered Aircraft
IPC chartered several aircraft to compensate for
lack of air capacity to keep mail flows running
between Europe and America.

Through the impressive efforts of the staff, IPC was able
to continue providing its services and even expand.

Road Network
IPC set up a road network within Europe to
distribute mail within the continent and collect
items to be sent to North America.

COVID-19 research
and reporting
Coordination Calls
IPC set up weekly coordination
calls to share best practices and
give status updates on domestic
and cross-border mail flows.
These calls were open to the
wider postal community - up to
50 posts participated regularly.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

IPC delivered research and
reporting on the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic on posts,
focussing on the operational
and regulatory measures, as
well as wider market trends.

CEO Workshops
IPC organised workshops
with member CEOs to share
experiences on the crisis.
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Posts proved to be a critical part of society during the pandemic
•

Interview with Liam O’Sullivan, IPC’s Chief Operations Officer
Liam O’Sullivan

What was the biggest challenge for posts during the first lockdown?
As international travel ground to a halt, the biggest challenge for posts was the loss
of the physical cross-border networks, as posts rely a lot on commercial passenger
flights. Those in Europe could revert to road transport in part, but it was a huge
challenge for intercontinental flows. The other key challenge was the big increase in
domestic e-commerce volumes, whilst coping with staff shortages and lockdowns
due to local COVID-19 outbreaks. Maintaining the domestic delivery network was a
challenge and all posts did a fantastic job. They really emerged as the fifth emergency
or essential service, and reminded all of the critical part that posts play in society.

What are the possible long-term consequences of the COVID-19 crisis for
postal operations?
The immediate consequence is that end-to-end transit times have been stretched.
Intercontinental flows remain a challenge. The cost of air transport has also risen.
Prior to the crisis, posts generally used passenger aircraft for airmail transport.
Since passenger air travel has been reduced by up to 90%, posts will have to find
alternatives and switch to cargo flights and to road transport where feasible. How the
situation will evolve will depend on how quickly passenger flights recover and how
the air cargo industry responds to demand on capacity and more market-competitive
pricing. Nevertheless, stretched transit times will continue for some time.

What operational solutions did IPC put in place to maintain cross-border mail
flows?
We put in place several solutions. Firstly, IPC chartered several cargo planes and
part block-booked other flights – unofficially branded AIR IPC – between Europe
and US for intercontinental flows and set up a physical road network to collect all
US-bound items at a central point. We did the same for items coming from the US.
Secondly, within Europe we set up a road network from as far west as Portugal, as
far north as the Nordics, to as far east as Ukraine and Russia. Posts cooperated
actively. These solutions were highly appreciated, resulting from the tremendous
efforts of the Network and Innovation team at IPC!

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

The full interview with Liam O’Sullivan, IPC’s COO, can be found here
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E-COMMERCE:
TAPPING INTO A GROWING MARKET

BUILDING A SEAMLESS CROSS-BORDER E-COMMERCE DELIVERY NETWORK
As e-commerce volumes have continuously grown over the past two decades, it has
become an significant part of total global retail. The pandemic has amplified this trend,
as consumers increasingly purchased goods online over the past year. According to
IPC research conducted in May-June 2020, over half of consumers bought more online
than before the crisis1 and on average, parcel volumes handled by posts increased by
over 40%2. This increase is set to continue over the coming years and so it is up to
the posts to offer a seamless cross-border delivery experience to remain an important
market player. IPC has developed a range of solutions to support the international postal
e-commerce delivery network.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

1 IPC Domestic Shopper Survey
2 IPC Global Postal Industry Report 2020
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Main trends in e-commerce
The IPC Global Postal Industry Report showed that
e-commerce sales have grown by over 20% per
year on average since 2009. Before the pandemic,
global online sales were predicted to roughly double
between 2019 and 2024, but recent trends suggest the
COVID-19 crisis will pull this timeline forward.
The 2020 IPC Cross-border E-commerce Shopper
Survey showed that 51% of consumers bought more
from domestic e-retailers and 33% bought more from
foreign e-retailers due to COVID-19.

Moreover, consumers expect to shop more online in
the future from e-retailers based in their own countries
and from e-retailers based abroad, which presents
further opportunities for postal operators. The survey
also measured consumer satisfaction with six key
elements: delivery cost, delivery location, tracking,
delivery speed, customs and returns. Of these six
elements, delivery speed clearly had the lowest level of
consumer satisfaction (39% extremely / very satisfied).
Satisfaction was highest for delivery location (68%)
and delivery cost (62%).1

E-commerce continues to grow…

… and posts are well positioned to tap into this market

Global e-commerce sales, €tn
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INTERCONNECT

Intercompany Pricing

INTERCONNECT connects over 30 postal operators worldwide in Europe and
North America to provide e-retailers, SMEs and consumers a reliable end-to-end
cross-border delivery service. The network is a comprehensive and collective postal
response to meet and exceed the demands of the cross-border e-commerce market
through building innovative solutions, streamlining processes, utilising advance
electronic data and delivering high reliability and quality. The portfolio of features and
services in INTERCONNECT is continuously updated based on the latest customer
demands worldwide, obtained on a yearly basis through the IPC Cross-Border
E-Commerce Shopper Survey.

The INTERCONNECT network is underpinned by a robust remuneration framework
based on performance data collected and reported by IPC. As cross-border
e-commerce continues to expand, these framework agreements are increasing in
scope: in 2020 the number members of all remuneration agreements facilitated by
IPC grew to 27.

In 2020, the network saw a surge in volumes, partly due to migration of volumes
from other networks and activation of new links, but mainly of course as a result of
increased e-commerce activity during COVID-19.
Despite operational issues as a result of COVID-19, IPC focused on the quality across
other KPIs, i.e. data compliance, timeliness of tracking information, and ITMATT.
Additionally, IPC successfully removed the remaining blockers to the migration from
parcels in other networks to INTERCONNECT.
Another major development was the inclusion of USPS in the network, which started
exchanging items with 16 European posts from July 2020 onwards.

100m

tracked
items in
2020

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

16m

tracked items
in December
2020

In 2020, the framework of INTERCONNECT remuneration agreements managed by
IPC underwent review which resulted in the negotiation and creation of two new
agreements: the Letter mail INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement Europe
(LIRAE) and the Parcels INTERCONNECT Remuneration Agreement (PIRA). The
LIRAE, which entered into force at the start of 2021, covers INTERCONNECT tracked
and untracked letter packets as well as legacy letter mail services. One of the main
objectives targeted under the LIRAE was to provide for a quality-driven terminal
dues model in order for postal operators to be more competitive on the e-commerce
market.
The PIRA covers INTERCONNECT parcel services, with a view on improving postal
operators’ competitiveness in a very dynamic segment of the e-commerce market.
These new agreements are built on quality of service and performance data objectives
monitored and measured by IPC.
Another major development in 2020 was the creation of a multilateral framework
of bilateral agreements between European posts and the USPS. The IRA–USPS
is a multilateral solution that facilitates exchanges between Europe and the
US, for selected products from the INTERCONNECT network. Benefitting from
standardisation of terms, processes, and functions required to support bilateral rate
arrangements, this agreement is signed by 14 operators.
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Dynamic Merchant Platform (DMP)

Postal Duties Delivered Paid (PDDP)

The Dynamic Merchant Platform is an integrated shopping solution, which embraces
all the key steps of the shopping process, from the product selection and the
calculation of costs (including customs), the selection of the delivery option and full
tracking, as well as streamlined customs clearance and easy returns.

The lack of visibility of taxes and customs duties at the moment of purchase
represents a deterrent for customers to make a cross-border online purchase, as
is proven by the IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey. Enabling the
payment of taxes, duties and handling charges at the moment of purchase would
reduce the barrier for cross-border e-commerce shopping.

During the year 2020, IPC has targeted large webshop providers to ensuring DMP
services are included as part of their product portfolio.
The solution has continued to evolve and expand, as five additional posts joined
DMP over the past year. Moreover, a Postal Delivered Duties Paid (PDDP) solution
has been incorporated in the range of services available under DMP.

In 2020, IPC developed a Postal Duties Delivered Paid (PDDP) solution to address
this barrier to cross-border e-commerce. The service supports the payment of taxes,
duties and handling charges at the point of purchase. The payable amount is then
made available to the destination post for payment to customs.
The well-established PayPal payment platform is integrated into the solution. The
payment platform is then responsible to split the payment, with one part – i.e. the
price of the goods and shipping costs – going to the e-seller, and the other part – i.e.
VAT, duties and postal surcharges – going to the destination post.
PDDP brings full visibility to e-commerce shoppers as the total cost of the item,
including the item cost, shipping cost, taxes and duties and surcharges are clear
and payable at the time of purchase. Moreover, PDDP reduces shipping time as
items will be more quickly processed through inbound customs due to the advance
notification by the PDDP system.
Currently, the solution has been picked up by 27 posts and further expansion, mainly
in Asian markets, is planned for the coming years. The solution will be progressively
deployed by posts to their customers in the course of 2021.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Returns

Global Customer Service System (GCSS)

The IPC Common Return Platform (CRP) allows postal operators to offer e-retailers
an easy-to-use and hassle-free returns system for cross-border items. The system
enables e-sellers to have an item returned to another country or to a warehouse in
the destination country.

Linking 292 postal call centres globally in 191 countries, IPC’s Global Customer
Service System (GCSS) connects the postal industry. IPC’s GCSS is a web-based
system enabling the exchange of inquiries between postal operators’ customer
service departments.

Currently, 30 posts are accepting return items through the platform. Free and easy
returns remain a key priority for customers shopping online, also when making a
cross-border purchase.

For postal operators to work efficiently and offer a customer-friendly cross-border
service, it is necessary to have 24/7 access to a system where international queries
regarding tracked items can be picked up promptly. IPC created the Global Customer
Service System (GCSS) to answer increasing demands from e-retailers and
consumers, building on more than 20 years of experience in providing an electronic
international postal inquiry system. GCSS is used by posts daily to address queries
across multiple services including INTERCONNECT, EPG, PRIME, EMS, UPU
Parcels. It also includes special KPG required features and reporting.

Over the past year, CRP saw increased demand from e-retailers; to cope with this
increase, performance and capacity have been enhanced. In 2020, a record number
of 13.6m return labels were generated through the IPC Common Returns Platform
(CRP), an increase of over 60% compared to 2019. Almost 5m items were returned
through the system, which represents an increase of 30% by comparison to 2019.
The biggest amounts of return labels generated are found in November while the
biggest volumes of e-commerce returns are found in December – these peaks were
most likely linked to Black Friday and Christmas e-commerce purchases.
During 2021, the scope of the solution will be enlarged to additional products, mainly
in the letter package area. Meanwhile, IPC is working on ensuring the platform
supports future changes in the customs area.

13.6m

return
labels
generated

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

5m

items
returned
through CRP

In 2020, GCSS expanded through the adoption by additional services across 17
postal operators, while three new postal operators joined GCSS.
Over the course of the year, the GCSS tool saw a technical update and also
implemented a stricter data retention policy. GCSS’s 2021 Enhancement Project
was initiated and achieved approval in October for development and roll-out in 2021.
The aim of this enhancement is to bring new features to assist customer service
agents and managers across all GCSS supported services. In the coming year, IPC
will also focus on expanding the GCSS API expansion and support further use of
GCSS BI Tool through workshops.
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Notification Service

Auto-tracking using passive RFID technology

The IPC Notification Service responds to the needs of e-retailers and consumers
by offering them an easy-to-use service for cross-border e-commerce delivery,
which sends them notifications at various stages of the delivery process. The IPC
Notification Service was built for postal operators to support e-retailers by offering
email or text message notifications to their customers about the delivery status of
their parcels.

E-commerce consumers want end-to-end visibility when ordering online, certainly
when the item is shipped internationally. IPC developed a low-cost solution for lowvalue and automated e-commerce items based on passive RFID technology, allowing
posts to respond to consumer demand. Many posts have already invested in passive
RFID infrastructure in their operations, so with little to no additional investment, they
can link up to a cross-border RFID-based auto-tracking solution.

During 2020, IPC expanded the range of features: the possibility for e-sellers to
automate the notifications was added to the service. Additionally, e-sellers can
decide whether the service is requested by the e-buyer upon demand or whether it
is offered by default based on certain parameters.

The past year saw an increased demand for RFID-based tracking, as the COVID-19
pandemic boosted e-commerce traffic and RFID-based tracking reduces physical
contact with packets for barcode scanning.

1
Dear customer,
Delivery update:
Your item has been sorted.
With kind regards,
Your postal service

In 2020, IPC focused on improving the RFID network performance by centralising
the network monitoring service per user groups. Furthermore, a new RFID
receptacle tracking solution was implemented for tracking bag labels of crossborder unsorted and pre-sorted letter mail. In July 2020, a live pilot for tracking
postal bags and trays using the existing RFID network was launched with six posts
more posts are expected to join in 2021 and beyond as the solution is fully rolled
out and expanded.

33
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posts in the
RFID network

400k

e-commerce
items tracked
in 2020
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Consumer behaviour has changed permanently due to the COVID-19 crisis
• Tom Day

Interview with Tom Day, IPC’s Chief Financial and Commercial Officer

During the lockdown, posts were one of the few essential services which
continued to serve the population. How did posts respond to the crisis?
The posts responded in a variety of ways. All posts were faced with the initial problem
of cross-border mail flows being hindered because of border closures and the loss of
commercial air transport. The other issue was the impact on the workforce. During the
lockdown, the postal employees were among the first exposed, both those sorting
and those delivering the mail. Whole facilities had to be closed down when COVID-19
outbreaks occurred or even just one COVID-19 case had been found at a facility,
leading to operational disruptions. The mail decline and the huge jump in packets and
parcels volumes also had a significant impact on the posts and the way they operate.

How did the sudden e-commerce increase impact posts?
Traditionally, postal operations would look at the number of items, but as the postal
business transforms, it will more sense to look at the work content. Letter mail
volumes have declined, while packets have increased, but you cannot just replace
one by the other. The space and technology are very different. Packets can be much
more work intensive. This causes huge operational changes. The expectations for
parcels and packets also diverge from mail. Consumers expect tracking for the
items they order online. We also cannot forget that the e-commerce market is very
competitive, with lower margins per item as compared to traditional mail. Increased
packet and parcel revenues do not necessarily produce the same net income as the
mail revenue that was lost.

How did the COVID-19 crisis affect consumer habits?
The crisis has been going on for quite a while now, and it may continue for an extended
period. It has led to a change in consumer behaviour. Customers have become more
comfortable with online shopping. These new habits are not going to go away; what
was a temporary adjustment has become a more long-term behavioural shift in many
aspects and areas. Meanwhile, letter mail volumes have decreased significantly, and
there is an expectation that much of that decline will not return.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

The full interview with Tom Day, IPC’s CFO and CCO, can be found here
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AIRMAIL:
CLOSER POST-AIRLINE INTEGRATION
STRENGTHENING CROSS-BORDER MAIL NETWORKS TOGETHER

Airmail has been particularly affected by the COVID-19 crisis given the drastic reduction
in flight capacity. While IPC had to work on finding alternatives to airmail to ensure
continuity of mail flows, cooperation with airlines continued with a view on further
integrating processes and preparing for a smooth recovery.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Engage (formally FoMbA)
In 2020, the long-running Future of Mail by Air (FoMbA) initiative was renamed Engage
to emphasise the collaborative aspect of the initiative. Over the year, Engage continued
its effort towards a wider standardisation of operational processes, enhancement of
EDI exchanges and expansion of best practice in the airmail processing.
In February 2020, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and IPC signed
a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to reinforce cooperation between the two
organisations. The aim for both IATA and IPC is to promote the development and
expansion of safe, secure, accessible and high-quality airmail and air cargo services
to help their respective members provide quality solutions aligned to consumer
needs. COVID-19 hit the airmail transportation industry particularly hard, which had
a significant impact on Engage, particularly on the operational performance. The
participation in the Engage initiative was subsequently reduced and progress on
certain topics was hindered. However, the commitment of several of the participants,
as well as IPC’s leadership, allowed for significant progress in at least a few of the
key tasks of the group. The engagement of posts and airlines in the group allowed
for a slow but steady recovery towards the end of the year. Moreover, several new
airlines expressed interest in joining the initiative.

February 2020

The focus for 2021 will be on preparing the industry for several of the challenges
ahead, including advanced security regulations and capacity shortages due to
reduced flight frequencies.

The International Air Transport Association
(IATA) and IPC signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to reinforce
cooperation between the two organisations.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Airmail Transport Planning (IFABS)

IPC Mail Registration Device (MRD)
In order to provide an unbiased, simple and efficient
electronic registration process that facilitates
unambiguous receptacle-level registration, IPC
designed the Mail Registration Device (MRD) service.
The IPC MRD provides a complete view over handover
processes between posts and airlines at both origin
and destination, enabling seamless visibility from
outbound post to inbound post.

The pandemic heavily affected the expansion plans
for the MRD service, heavily relying on operational
assessments that require travelling. However, IPC was
able to build a plan to accelerate the improvement
of operations and new installations, even in cases
where no trips were possible. Four operational sites
were assessed for installation, out of which one was
equipped with an MRD.

IPC conducted several installation assessments at the
beginning of 2020, including visits to Larnaca (Cyprus),
Vilnius (Lithuania) and Toronto/Vancouver (Canada).

Over the course of 2021, a very ambitious operational
enhancement plan will be deployed, aiming at greatly
improving the performance of all installed MRDs, while
continuing the expansion effort.

IPC’s Integrated Forecasting, Allocation and Booking
Solution (IFABS) is one of IPC’s solutions developed
together with postal operators and airlines to optimise
business processes related to airmail.
In 2020, IFABS and its Forecasting module were
enhanced to better fulfil the requirements of users.
IPC, in cooperation with the Statistics department of
the Leuven University (KUL), analysed the existing
forecasting algorithm with the objective of improving
it. The result of the work was a refined algorithm, that
provides more accurate forecasts and allows users to
better predict the transportation capacity needs that
they will have. Moreover, the forecasting calculation
speed was increased by over 10%. The forecast
accuracy is, based on sample data, between 5 and
10% better with the new algorithm.

Countries where MRDs
are operational
Countries where MRD
installation has been assessed

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Airmail Consignment Monitoring

Posts Airlines Reconciliation before Invoicing Solution

Airmail Consignment Monitoring has now become the reference tool for the analysis
of airmail transportation performance by posts and airlines. In 2020, IPC launched
a new version of the tool with a reports view for air carriers. With this view, both
posts and airlines can have access to detailed analysis of the data from a common
platform, which facilitates the bilateral discussions aiming at improving performance.

IPC’s Posts Airlines Reconciliation before Invoicing Solution (PARIS) allows posts
and carriers to automatically approve payments on receptacles, through the usage of
Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages exchanged between posts and airlines,
avoiding costly verifications. The tool saves considerable amounts of time during the
process of data consolidation when verifying invoices.

Moreover, six airlines joined the Consignment Monitoring tool, in addition to over 20
existing postal operators using the tool.

The year 2020 marked a major milestone for the PARIS project, as the tool was
deployed to all participants. This milestone was the result of the intensive cooperation
between posts and airlines. The launch of the tool was followed by numerous
onboarding and training sessions, aiming at involving as many interested parties as
possible in the project.

The focus in 2021 will be to resume the training and expansion efforts, hit by the
COVID-19 crisis. Also, a new release of the tool will include new features identified
by the users to further increase the value they obtain from using it.

Several posts have started including the use of the tool as a standard process in
their invoice preparation procedures. Multiple airlines expressed their interest in
being part of the project, as they can easily see the benefits of the tool. Five posts
are involved in PARIS, with at least three airlines actively participating in the project,
and two more being processed through PARIS by posts.

6

new airlines
joined in
2020
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>20

postal operators using
the Airmail Consignment
Monitoring Tool

5

postal operators
using PARIS

5

airlines
involved in PARIS
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DATA:
ESSENTIAL FOR CROSS-BORDER MAIL
BUILDING DATA-DRIVEN SOLUTIONS TO SUPPORT E-COMMERCE AND
MAIL OPERATIONS

The need for exchange of data among postal operators and third parties is permanently
increasing due to security and customs requirements. Moreover, it is crucial to answer
changing customer needs, such as real-time cross-border item tracking. With a view
on providing visibility and added-value services, the implementation of a secure, stable
and highly performant Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is crucial to improve postal
operations. Moreover, access to data is the prerequisite of many IPC solutions serving
the postal industry.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Message Exchange Platform
The implementation of a message exchange platform
lays the necessary foundation for turning data into
actionable insights. Delivered as a cloud service, they
enable data integration, data management and secure
data exchange between databases and applications
managed by connected postal operators, airlines and

ISO
27001:2013
certified

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

other stakeholders. The basic function of this platform
is to gather and share data from all postal operators
exchanging electronic data. However, the platform not
only serves as a large-scale central data switchboard,
but also provides added-value services, such as those
highlighted below.

IPC is Certified ISO27001:2013 for the provision
of solutions to strengthen e-commerce in
cross-border delivery, letter and parcel delivery
performance monitoring. Being ISO-certified
supports IPC’s strategic aim of operational
excellence in IT. An increasing number of IPC’s
members are also ISO27001 certified and as a
service provider, IPC needs to show it is at the
same level of excellence. In addition, customers
are beginning to demand ISO27001 certification
as a condition of contract.

ISO27001 specifies the requirements for
establishing, implementing, maintaining and
continually improving an information security
management system within the context of the
organisation. It also includes requirements for
the assessment and treatment of information
security risks tailored to the needs of the
organisation.
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EDI Support

Proactive Monitoring System

Most IPC services are built on the data exchanged between posts, and between
posts and airlines. This Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) is therefore a keystone
service of IPC. This exchange of data is managed by IPC’s GXS network, operated
via its agreement with OpenText GXS. The network is open to all posts and airlines,
as all stakeholders benefit from a larger scope of data exchanged.
In order to provide visibility and services of added value, the
implementation of EDI by posts and airlines is of paramount
importance.

The cross-border postal business processes increasingly depend on data
compliance. Current IT systems are built to report after the facts (e.g. monthly reports
on timeliness and data quality as well as payment reports). Reports provide insights
on trends and key problems, but they do not proactively alert users of potential
issues. Real-time monitoring of the data transmission and alerting
in case of anomalies is essential to ensure a smooth cross-border
delivery process, to prevent losses due to missed payments or
stopped shipments.

IPC ensures EDI messages are switched seamlessly between the
users on the GXS network and alternative networks like PNET
(Post*Net) and ensures that EDI populates the respective IPC
systems and services.
The scope of the service includes enabling EDI exchange,
monitoring the receipt of the data flows switched by the GXS and
PNET networks, ensuring data distribution to the IPC systems and
services, and monitoring the message data quality against the
messaging standard.

Clear and concise
information from
experts …
IPC maintain a
superb support
function.

Building on the IPC Message Exchange Platform, IPC’s Proactive
Monitoring System (PMS) collects all EDI data from the GXS
network and compares that with the data received from posts.
The IPC Proactive Monitoring System analyses the incoming
data in real time, analyses trends, compares against log files and
alerts the posts if any anomalies and violations against thresholds
are detected.

IPC Member on EDI Support

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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COMETS

CAPE Despatch Monitoring

The IPC COMETS (Centralised Operational Message Exchange and Translation
System) solution is a direct response to ICS2 (Import Control System 2) under its EU
eCUSTOMS programme, which sets up an electronic declaration obligation for all
goods imported in the European Union customs territory for security reasons. Posts
were exempted from ICS1 but are now legally obliged to implement ICS2. All goods
imported into the European Union customs area, including through postal networks,
have to be pre-registered.

Data is essential to provide visibility on performance. IPC has developed a range of
reporting systems and database – CAPE, CAPE Vision and ATAT – which provide
essential performance and operational analysis reports. These reports are used for
all international postal products and industry groups such as EPG, EMS Cooperative,
INTERCONNECT, KPG, and PRIME.

The European Commission has built a central system to which all data will flow,
which entered into force on 15 March 2021. IPC’s COMETS solution is designed to
map electronic data messages from the postal EDI format to the EU’s Entry Summary
Declarations (ENS) format. Since data are already available in the IPC Data Hub and
are already transported over IPC’s Message Exchange Platform, extending these
systems to provide a centralised solution offers the participating posts streamlined
processes and increased efficiency in the most cost-efficient manner. IPC has
been certified by the European Commission as data sender on behalf of 26 posts
participating in the service.
Posts had to adapt their local operational processes to implement all ICS2
requirements and, where appropriate, integrate their operational systems with
this centralised system. The sending post may have to give more information on
a specific shipment, following a possible request from the local customs issued
through the European Commission system. The destination post may then have to
take actions accordingly (e.g. stopping a shipment).

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

The EDI messages handled by CAPE pertain to the various operational, financial,
processing, transport, quality, and security-related aspects of international mail.
The data in CAPE underpins many other IPC systems such as the Global Customer
Service System (GCSS), Single Tool for Online Reporting and Monitoring (STORM),
and Item Monitoring (IM).
The number of posts using the CAPE Vision tool increased from 64 to 77, while
airlines connecting to the tool grew from 37 to 40. Other stakeholders, including
ground handlers and trucking companies, also use the application for EDI reporting.
The number of individual users from all organisation types increased from 1,560 to
2,356, with around 1,200 active users worldwide.
The migration of the long-established CAPE Vision application, and its over 100
reports, to the "new" CAPE application continued with determined effort in 2020.
The migration is expect to be finalised during 2021. Targets for expansion include
increasing the number of user posts and airlines, as well as a general increase of
number of individual users overall.
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ITMATT Data Quality
Cross-border postal items need to be accompanied
by data regarding the contents of the shipment –
so-called ITMATT data messages – to enable the
destination post and customs authorities to process
the items. ITMATT messages are used to communicate
attribute information about postal items. An origin
postal operator collects postal item data and transmits
the data in ITMATT electronic data interchange (EDI)
messages to the destination postal operator, to be used
for transport security and customs clearance purposes.
For the cross-border postal pipeline
to run smoothly, it is vital that all
required data is provided on time.
If data regarding postal items is
missing or invalid, it can lead to
extra efforts for postal operators
and delays for consumers. For
improved processes to work, border
authorities must be able to trust the
quality of the electronic customs
data provided by origin posts in
ITMATT messages. To ensure this,

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

IPC has set up the ITMATT Data Quality Monitoring
(ITMATT DQM) service, with a comprehensive reporting
web tool. ITMATT DQM provides detailed insight into
ITMATT quality issues, enabling posts to improve their
ITMATT data quality, which is critical for an improved
customs clearance process.
In 2020, IPC enhanced the tool with a completely new
front-end and enabling new features that improved
the overall user experience. The number of individual
posts using ITMATT DQM increased
from 26 to 32 during 2020. Over
the course of the year, the number
of individual users nearly doubled,
showing the growing importance of
streamlined customs processes.

32

posts using
ITMATT DQM

In 2021, IPC will roll out new versions
of the tool which will include
reporting on ITMATT data availability
and data timeliness, as well as
ITMATT EAD (electronic advance
data) compliance.
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Data Sharing Agreement

RFID Network

Data Sharing Agreement 1 (DSA1) and Data Sharing Agreement 2 (DSA2) are
multilateral agreements which provide a framework for posts who join (i.e. become a
signatory) to be able to rely on the other DSA signatories to maintain personal private
data (PPD) privacy and ensure PPD included in ITMATT and EMSEVT messages is
used only for purposes directly linked to border clearance for postal items. DSA 2 also
includes text that supports compliance with the European General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR). One of the main benefits of joining the DSAs is that a joining
post instantly enters into a data sharing agreement with all the other signatory posts,
without having to conclude an individual, bilateral agreement with each of the other
DSA 1 and/or DSA 2 posts respectively.

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is the enabling technology for measuring the
performance of items that do not have a barcode such as letter mail.
Currently, the RFID Network is used by 30 postal operators and covering about 278
postal facilities with over 2,933 reading points.
Over the past years, IPC has expanded its passive RFID network, including as
support to INTERCONNECT tracking services. In 2020, a new INTERCONNECT
remuneration agreement was established for e-commerce items using the RFID
network.

The number of DSA 1 signatory posts increased from 50 to 103, and the number of
DSA 2 signatory posts increased from 2 to 67. In 2021 IPC continues its outreach to
posts not yet a DSA1 or DSA2 signatory.

67

DSA2 signatories
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103

DSA1 signatories

30

operators using
the RFID networks

278

postal facilities
covered
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The value of data in the postal context
•

Interview with Markus Apfelbeck, IPC’s Chief Information Officer
Markus Apfelbeck

Why is data so important for IPC’s strategy?
In today’s postal operations, data is key and has a direct operational impact on
how mail items are handled. When in the past, data travelled with the postal item,
nowadays data is sent in advance to determine what to do with the item. With
increasingly strict security regulations – such as the US STOP Act and the EU ICS2 –
data must be timely, accurate and predictable, or the item can be stopped and postal
operations could be impeded. To ensure this, we put a lot of efforts in proactively
managing data flows and quality coming through our systems.
Moreover, data is crucial for the cross-border e-commerce delivery experience, as
consumers expect an end-to-end view of the delivery of the parcel item. Customers
want the same service level when shopping internationally as domestically. Posts
need to respond to that expectation.
When it comes to data, the biggest challenge IPC faces is having to integrate multiple
data sources from across the world, while ensuring the consistency of the data, in
order to provide a common view. It is this framework that is crucial. Data as such
does not have any value – it only has value in a particular context. We only collect
data that we need, and we put of a lot of attention to determining what data we need,
for how long and how to secure it.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION

New international security obligations such as the EU ICS2 represent a potential
challenge for cross-border e-commerce. How is IPC helping posts to address
those?
On 15 March, the new EU ICS2 system entered into force, under which all goods
imported into the European Union customs area, including through postal networks,
have to be pre-registered. This new obligation represents an operational challenge for
posts. IPC collaborated with its member posts to develop a solution to address this
challenge. Through IPC COMETS [Centralised Operational Message Exchange and
Translation System], postal data will be transmitted to the EU system in a centralised
manner, considerably reducing the burden and the costs for posts. As many as 27
posts will use IPC to transmit the necessary data into the EU system, building on the
data already going through IPC systems. This clearly shows the added value of IPC
as this is a shared service, so it allows posts to comply with the obligation at a much
lower cost. We can also adapt the system to the future requirements and changes,
which would be easier and more efficient than if all posts had to create and update
their own systems.

The full interview with Markus Apfelbeck, IPC’s CIO, can be found here
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PROVIDING PLATFORMS

A FINGER ON THE PULSE OF THE POSTAL INDUSTRY
One of the key missions of IPC is to allow its members and customers to exchange best
practices and benefit from market intelligence and research. Throughout the COVID-19
crisis, this role has proven particularly crucial.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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Sustainability
In 2020, IPC published the first results of its Sustainability
Measurement and Management System (SMMS)
launched in 2019 to address the sustainability objectives
of the postal sector for the next ten years. The SMMS
expands on the 2009-2019 Environmental Measurement
and Monitoring System (EMMS) programme, which
focused on reducing carbon emissions, and broadens
the remit to five UN Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs): nrs. 8, 9, 11, 12 and 13. Within those five SDGs,
we have selected seven focus areas which are the most
relevant for the postal sector:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

14%
2012

of total
electricity use

Health and safety
Learning and development
Resource efficiency
Climate change
Air quality
Circular economy
Sustainable procurement

Moreover, having reached the absolute emissions
reduction target in 2014, participants collectively
agreed on a delivery efficiency target, measuring
the carbon emissions associated with each delivery,
and also expanding the scope to include outsourced
transport, to achieve a 20% reduction in Scope 1, 2
and 3 (from own operations and outsourced transport)
carbon emissions per letter mail and per parcel by
2025, from a 2013 baseline year.
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2019

Alternative vehicles
Electric vehicles
comprising
15% of total
vehicles in 2019

15%

Emissions

31%

4%

31% reduction in
Scope 1 and 2
compared to
the 2008 baseline

Year-on-year
decrease of 218,000
tonnes (4%) between
2018 and 2019

65,000 in 2012
(12% of total)

12%
2012

Circular economy

18.1

47%

million
18.1 million tonnes
CO2 cumulative
group reduction
since 2008

47% of total non-hazardous
waste reused or recycled
in 2019

131,000 in 2019
(22% of total)

22%
2019

Delivery Efficiency

3%
3% increase in grams CO2 per
item for both letter mail and
parcels between 2018 and 2019

7%

8%

Since the 2013 baseline:
7% increase for letter mail,
8% decrease for parcels
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IPC Green Postal Day
On 18 September, coinciding with the International Zero Emission Day and the EU Mobility Week, 15 postal
operators worldwide jointly celebrated the second Green Postal Day. The 2020 edition was organised in cooperation
with PostEurop.
This event was the occasion for posts to highlight sustainability achievements and underline the benefits of sector
cooperation. The postal industry and IPC firmly believe that working together to achieve goals and exchange best
practices beats working in isolation.
On Green Postal Day, postal operators shared examples of initiatives and measures they have taken to reduce their
footprint. The campaign included a joint video animation highlighting the concrete results collectively achieved by
posts over the past ten years and received a lot of attention from international and local media.

Posts have led on the decarbonisation agenda and on
the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals.
Today in the midst of a global pandemic we broaden
our commitment so that the sector can continue to
lead for a sustainable world.
David McRedmond, CEO, An Post, on the occasion of Green Postal Day
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Raising visibility
Throughout the year, IPC’s communication team launched several campaigns to
raise the visibility of cross-border postal solutions and highlight the essential role
played by postal operators during the pandemic. To mark the World Post Day on
9 October, IPC also produced a video on the role played by the postal sector during
the COVID-19 crisis which was widely shared through social networks.
The pandemic had a significant impact on the workload of the Communications
team, which had to respond with adapted internal and external communication
plans. Moreover, IPC’s sixth International
Drivers’ Challenge that should have taken
place in the Netherlands in March 2020,
as well as the IPC Annual Conference on
the future postal workforce, scheduled for
May 2020 in Austria, had to be postponed
due to the epidemiologic situation.
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IPC offers a platform to postal communications experts to share experiences
and case studies, including through a yearly workshop. As for all other member
meetings, the 2020 edition of the IPC Communication Workshop had to be replaced
by an online meeting. The workshop was an opportunity for IPC member posts’
communications senior executives, managers and external experts to exchange best
practices on change communication and on communications challenges posed by
the COVID-19 crisis. Building of the success of the new online format, a new series
of regular online comms workshops was launched, focused on a range of topics,
including sustainability communication
and the future of events in a post-COVID
world. The workshops included keynote
speakers from the World Business Council
for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
and B2B event organiser Marketforce, as
well as case studies from member posts.
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Postal Market Intelligence
Keeping a pulse on industry trends, the IPC Market Intelligence team consistently
produces relevant and up-to-date reports ranging from the IPC Global Postal Industry
Report, IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports and the IPC Global Monitor.

Private corporation
State-owned enterprise
Government dept.

Shares

The new IPC Cross-Border Packets Report was launched in 2020, monitoring
international inbound and outbound packet volumes for priority, non-priority, tracked
and non-tracked packets. Currently, 11 posts participate in the report.
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A

ricas
e
m

Annual revenue
< €1bn
€1-10bn
> €10bn

Advanced
Emerging
economies

Other

53
posts

Europe

Other IPC reports which are produced by the IPC Market Intelligence team include
the IPC Carrier Intelligence Reports, which are easy-to-read reports analysing 50
of the world’s leading postal and parcel operators. Furthermore, the online IPC
Statistical Database is the postal industry’s one-stop-shop for key statistics on
postal operators worldwide.
The IPC Global Monitor is a set of confidential reports tracking individual operator
performance against an industry average. In the 2020 Global Monitor reports, IPC
tracked volumes against key performance indicators such as lockdown stringency
and peak periods.

Operating in

Not listed
Listed
on stock exchange

Pacific
Asia

The IPC Global Postal Industry Report (GPIR) is an annual report, published in
November. The report provides a comprehensive and in-depth review of industry
trends and operator performance. In 2020, the report covered 53 posts, with three
new operators added to the GPIR: Correo Argentino, Correos de Chile and Israel Post.
Furthermore, the 2020 edition included a special survey of 162 postal professionals
from 24 IPC members about how and to what extent they believe the industry would
be changed by the pandemic. The report featured deep-dive articles exploring a
range of topics, including the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. As the report was
published in the fourth quarter of 2020, the IPC team was able to analyse the impact
and industry response to the crisis and include an entire section on the issue.

Legal status

Mail revenue share
> 60%
< 40%

40-60%
no data
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IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey
The IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey remains the largest global
consumer survey focusing on cross-border e-commerce. The 2020 Cross-Border
E-Commerce Shopper Survey reached over 33,000 consumers in 40 countries,
which account for 95% of global e-commerce.
Three new countries were added to the IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper
Survey in 2020, covering for the first time the African continent: Morocco, Nigeria
and South Africa.
The questionnaire was updated to reflect market changes. The most significant
change was adding a new section of questions about the impact of COVID-19 on
e-commerce activity and delivery speed. Other new questions related to delivery
location, actions taken to qualify for free shipping, impact of higher administrative
costs on imports from China, and parcel returns.

33%

bought more crossborder due to
pandemic

48%

want recyclable
packaging

Online survey
15-minute
questionnaire

37%

bought from
China

33,000 40 95%
respondents
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countries

of global
e-commerce

9%

returned (part of)
cross-border
purchase

The public report of the 2020 IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce
Shopper Survey provides a high-level selection of the key findings.
In addition to this, IPC members can log onto www.ipc.be/shopper
to download a comprehensive report comparing all 40 markets
surveyed and can also download individual country reports with
consumer responses specific to each market.

Download
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Market Insights

Following regulations in a changing market

At the crossroad between IPC’s market research and e-commerce solutions, the IPC
Market Insights team produces research and reports on e-commerce trends and
developments. These reports cover new topics each year, based on postal requests.
In 2020, members were provided with analysis and reporting related to COVID-19,
so they could remain informed about the impact of the pandemic on domestic and
cross-border e-commerce.

In 2020, IPC Regulatory Services continued to focus on the changes in the industry
but also produced specific studies on the challenges for posts due to the pandemic,
including the temporary relaxation of the Universal Service Obligation of postal
operators and the financial aid provided to posts by governments.

In July 2020, the Market Insights team carried out two new surveys:
• SME E-retailer Survey: a survey of 267 SME e-retailers in France, Germany, the
UK and the US, which looks at e-retailer activities related to parcel delivery, plus
their preferences for how posts can better meet their needs.
• Domestic Shopper Survey Pilot: this survey was carried out for the first time
in eight markets, using a similar methodology to the Cross-Border E-Commerce
Shopper Survey but focusing on domestic e-commerce. The survey complements
the IPC Cross-Border E-Commerce Shopper Survey so that participating posts
have a more holistic view on the e-commerce market. Moreover, by centralising
and pooling the research and analysis, IPC was able to implement the survey
more efficiently than if all posts would have implemented it individually.
These two new surveys were greatly appreciated by member posts, and the Domestic
Shopper Survey will be offered to IPC members as a new Selected Service in 2021.
Topics for 2021 will include latest e-retailer innovations linked to delivery, and the
impact of COVID-19 on e-commerce.
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The priority was also to improve the quality of existing services. The Regulatory
Database was further enlarged to cover 61 countries from all continents. The
Regulatory Portal was fully migrated to the IPC website and has seen its functionalities
and user-friendliness improve.
In 2021, the Regulatory Portal will be further enhanced with the launch of a comparison
tool so members can easily find and compare regulatory data for 28 countries.

61

country reports covering the most relevant postal
regulations worldwide, updated every year
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IPC SUPPORT

UNDERPINNING INTERNATIONAL MAIL NETWORKS
Throughout the years, IPC solutions have provided essential support to several key
international products, such as EPG, KPG and PRIME. IPC support to international
postal products involves monitoring reports as well as linking various operators’
customer service centres.

© 2021 INTERNATIONAL POST CORPORATION
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E-Parcel Group (EPG)

Kahala Posts Group (KPG)

The E-Parcel Group (EPG) is a collective of European postal operators, which is
centrally managed by IPC. By managing the group’s business plans, monthly
performance monitoring and payment reports, IPC’s support ensures that EPG is a
reliable and trusted network for the exchange of parcels within Europe.

The Kahala Posts Group (KPG) is an international alliance of 11 postal operators,
mainly from the Asia-Pacific region. The alliance was launched in 2002 with the
goal to define programmes to improve the performance of their EMS services. The
KPG Service conforms to the EMS standards established by the Universal Postal
Union (UPU).

Throughout 2020, EPG supported its participating operators in addressing the
challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic, ensuring a smooth flow of information
on emergency measures and sharing good practices among EPG operators. Regular
monthly meetings took place – and have continued into 2021 – to cover all needs
and identify the action plans needed. The standard EPG penalty system was adapted
to accommodate to the operational realities during the most severe phases of the
epidemic. Specific support was also provided in relation to Brexit, closely liaising
with UK to assess possible scenarios and finalising alternative delivery standards.
Despite the external pressure of COVID-19 crisis, postal operators in EPG managed
to deliver record numbers of parcels throughout the year, with a growth in volumes
of over 20% compared to 2019.

Since KPG’s creation, IPC has been providing services to the KPG group that include
central information systems, access to IPC Customer Service system, reporting and
access to IPC reporting platforms alongside supporting its general business initiatives.
In 2019, the legacy reporting system was closed and migrated to the IPC Business
Intelligence Tool. Since the migration, a full review of KPG’s CCDS methodology
and a partial decomissioning of the previous reporting system has been completed.
In 2020, the Mail Registration Device (MRD) Installation and Support Services was
included as a new service in the IPC-KPG Customer Support Framework (CSF).
IPC is currently supporting new KPG initiatives on ITMATT EAD Quality reporting.

EPG also continued to provide support to operators planning their migration to
INTERCONNECT, with all operators expected to migrate their parcel volumes to the
INTERCONNECT network by end 2021.
Several updates to the main EPG IT tools were completed, in particular the migration
of STORM tools – i.e. Dashboard, EDI report, Download Centre and Document
Centre – to new platforms. The 2020 version of the EPG Accounting Tool (EAT) was
developed, and ad hoc training successfully delivered to operators.

EPG always supports participants, anticipates
difficulties they may face, and helps them to solve
any issue observed.
Le Groupe La Poste
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PRIME

Asia Pacific Post (APP)

PRIME consists of a network of over 150 designated postal operators around
the world, collaborating to deliver cross-border tracked packet solutions for the
e-commerce market.

In 2019, IPC and Asia Pacific Post (APP) signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU). Created in 1994, Asia Pacific Post (APP) is a cooperative representing 29
postal members from the Asia-Pacific region, with the objective of enhancing the
quality of postal services, market analysis and strengthening the region’s network.

In order to maintain its high standards, PRIME is consistently working with its
members to improve its network. In 2020 the transfer of GCSS reports to BI was
completed, and new reports were created for inbound performance measurement
and EDI compliance checking.
Over 400m items are exchanged annually in PRIME agreements. Alongside the
excelling number of volumes exchanged among PRIME signatories, the service
continued to grow, with new members joining the PRIME community and new
signatories joining PRIME agreements.

As a result of this MoU, IPC launched a full suite of reports for EMS items and APP
ePacket items exchanged between the members of APP in 2020. Data is gathered
through the IPC Central Datastore (CCDS) and the IPC Business Intelligence (BI)
Tool. Reports are tailored on INTERCONNECT KPIs and set-up, and include endto-end service performance, tracking event compliance and timeliness of provision
of tracking events. In addition, the reports provide near-real time information, while
slice-and-dice options and drill-down functionalities allow the APP Management
Team to pinpoint problem areas.
Moreover, regular meetings between IPC and APP management have been held to
address any issues and ensure the process of updating reference data is respected.
Both organisations continue to explore further areas of co-operation.

150

designated
operators
in PRIME
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400m

items
exchanged
in PRIME

29

Asia Pacific posts
participating

3.5m

items
reported for
APP in 2020
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IPC MEMBERS
* as of May 2021

AUSTRALIA
Rodney Boys
Group Chief Executive
and Managing Director
Australia Post
Corporation

AUSTRIA
Georg Pölzl
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
Österreichische Post AG

FINLAND
Turkka Kuusisto
President and
Chief Executive Officer
Posti Group
Corporation

FRANCE
Philippe Wahl
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
Le Groupe La Poste
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BELGIUM
Dirk Tirez
Chief Executive Officer
ad interim
bpost

GERMANY
Frank Appel
CEO and Chairman of
the Management Board
Deutsche Post DHL
Group

CANADA
Doug Ettinger
President and Chief
Executive Officer
Canada Post
Corporation

GREECE
George
Constantopoulos
Chief Executive Officer
Hellenic Post - ELTA

CROATIA
Ivan Čulo
Chief Executive Officer
Hrvatska pošta d.d.

HUNGARY
György Schamschula
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
Magyar Posta Zrt

CYPRUS
Pavlos Pavlides &
Sofronis Tsiartas
Acting Directors
Cyprus Post

ICELAND
Þórhildur Ólöf
Helgadóttir
Managing Director and
Chief Executive Officer
Iceland Post Ltd.
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IPC MEMBERS
* as of May 2021

IRELAND
David McRedmond
Chief Executive Officer
An Post

ITALY
Matteo Del Fante
Chief Executive Officer
and Managing Director
Poste Italiane S.p.A.

PORTUGAL
João Bento
Chief Executive Officer
CTT Portugal Post

SPAIN
Juan Manuel Serrano
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer
Correos
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LUXEMBOURG
Claude Strasser
Chief Executive Officer
POST Luxembourg

SWEDEN
Annemarie Gardshol
President and Group
Chief Executive Officer
PostNord

THE NETHERLANDS
Herna Verhagen
Chief Executive Officer
PostNL

SWITZERLAND
Roberto Cirillo
Chief Executive Officer
Swiss Post

NEW ZEALAND
David Walsh
Chief Executive Officer
New Zealand Post Ltd

UNITED KINGDOM
Simon Thompson
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Mail Group

NORWAY
Tone Wille
Chief Executive Officer
Posten Norge

UNITED STATES
Louis DeJoy
Postmaster General and
Chief Executive Officer
United States Postal
Service
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT IPC

For more
information
about IPC,
visit the IPC
website
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For more
information
about IPC’s other
publications,
click here

For more
information about
the IPC Service
Catalogue,
click here

For regular news
about IPC and
postal sector:
please see our
News Portal
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International Post Corporation (IPC) is the leading service provider of the global
postal industry that provides leadership by driving service quality, interoperability
and business-critical intelligence to support posts in defending existing business and
expanding into new growth areas. It is a cooperative association of 25 member postal
operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America.
IPC’s solutions and services are used by over 190 posts worldwide. Since 1989 IPC has
set standards for upgrading quality and service performance and developed technological
solutions that help members enhance service for international letters, packets and
parcels. IPC engages in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides
a range of platforms and programmes for member post CEOs and senior management
to exchange best practices and discuss strategy. IPC also manages the system for
incentive-based payments between postal operators. Throughout the COVID-19 crisis,
IPC has positioned itself as a crucial coordination platform between posts worldwide
and put in place operational solutions to ensure the continuity of cross-border mail flows.
For more information please visit our website at www.ipc.be.
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International Post Corporation
Avenue du Bourget 44
1130 Brussels, Belgium
Tel +32 (0)2 724 72 11
www.ipc.be
info@ipc.be
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